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The Joint Cooperative Committee of the AGC – DOT met at 10:00 a.m. on September
19, 2019 in the Chief Engineer’s Conference Room at the NCDOT Equipment and
Maintenance Facility on Beryl Road in Raleigh.
AGENDA AND DISCUSSION ITEMS
Cash Outlook

Bobby Lewis

Mr. Lewis (COO) reviewed Cash Balance Outlook document. He also provided history
of cash impacts related to storms and Map Act.
Industry asked what will happen if the cash balance dips below the statutory minimum.
Mr. Lewis stated that the department would not be able to execute any new contracts or
approve any agreements. Work on active projects would not be suspended.
Industry asked how long will payments for Map Act last and Mr. Lewis answered that
they will phase out over time. The total payout to date is approximately $350 million and
the total could be as high as $1 billion.
Revenue Projections

Burt Tasaico

Mr. Tasaico explained that part of his role with the department is to look at future
revenues and try to pick up on any trends. The department forecasted to collect $3.7
billion in 2019 which was only 3.5% below what was actual at $3.9 billion.
The department also collected a little higher in the other revenues. Mr. Tasaico noted
that the Motor Fuels Tax is 54% of the entire revenue of the department. Most of the
forecasting to actuals was within plus or minus 5%. If this was not the case (within this
allowable envelope), then the department must look at trends and go back to the model.
This happened a few years ago with the introduction of hybrid vehicles.
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Impact of PE Suspension on Lettings Outside 12 MLL

Victor Barbour

Mr. Hancock stated that the department has $375 million for PE in this SFY spend plan.
Last year it was closer to $500 million, the year before $400 million and prior to that
$250 million. The department is moving forward with projects funded by GARVEE,
Build NC, and other federal grants, as well as projects on the 12 MLL and some
exceptions. Projects that have been shelved will be introduced back as the cash balance
stabilizes. Mr. Werner mentioned that the department is trying to move forward with
projects that have a short window of review such as land surveying, habitat surveys, etc.
Cash Flow Situation Impacts on ROW Acquisition

Chris Peoples

Mr. Peoples stated that a list was sent from the Right of Way Unit to all the Division
Right of Way Agents that outlined what projects they can make offers on. These include
grant, bond, 12 MLL, design build and active projects. Mr. Peoples stated that if there
were any questions on right of way to please let him know.
Industry asked if there was a hold on condemnations or if it was a manpower issue. Mr.
Peoples stated that it is mainly a workflow issue. We are working with Right of Way staff
to make as efficient as possible. Please contact Chris with any specific issues related to
Right of Way.
Letting Projections (handout)

Ron Davenport

Mr. Hancock provided the attached handout of historical lettings which did not include
resurfacing. The orange is to give the team a vision of the Infra and Build grant projects
for SFY 2020.
Mr. Lewis stated that he is anticipating a second year of bond sales and the department
should have the list of these projects coming in the next few weeks due to having to
notify the Treasurer’s Office six months before sale. Year 2 projects are not reflected on
the handout from Mr. Hancock.
Mr. Davenport provided a handout outlining the proposed Letting Projection Chart and
the Let Summary Projections for the next 12 months (October 2019 through September
2020). In the next 12 months, $1.8 billion in projects are currently scheduled. This
number did not include the Division let projects. Industry asked about the June stacking
on the Letting Projections. Mr. Hancock stated that they will look at the 19 projects in
June and see if they can spread them out to May and August to help balance out the
lettings.

Update on Division Lettings (handout)

Ron Hancock

Mr. Hancock stated that not much has been let in the divisions since July. They are
looking at revising the 12 MLL for the divisions to include mainly build grant bridge
projects shown on the handout. The 12 MLL that is online is not useful right now. Mr.
Hancock passed around a handout. The green projects have already let and the yellow
are planned. Other than those on the handout there will be limited Division let bridge
projects until July 2020 except for some special requests. Resurfacing packages will
resume this month with a June 1 or later start date.
Industry asked if the central let 12 MLL is fairly realistic and Mr. Hancock stated that he
is comfortable with the list as it has gone through many iterations.
Industry asked if there is a way to uncluster projects that are on the 12 MLL if possible,
especially the bridge projects that are currently clustered. Mr. Hancock stated that he will
look into it and see what is feasible.
Next Meeting Date
The next meeting is scheduled for November 21, 2019 at 10:00 a.m. in the Chief
Engineer’s Conference Room at the NCDOT Equipment and Maintenance Facility on
Beryl Road in Raleigh.

